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I WILL HAVE A BOOTH AT

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or money refunded

convenient, no interest, payment terms available

ORAPEX 2012
Curling Rink, RA Centre, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

show hours
Saturday May 5, 10 am - 6 pm
Sunday May 6,  10 am - 4 pm

Dear collector,

 Here is an exciting ReveNews. You will find an 
amazing amount of new material in every price range 
including great rarities. 

 Canada Post once again had a major increase in 
postal rates. For now I will absorb the new charges 
and keep shipping charges as before.

 For the viewing of large collections or very valuable 
items I am happy to make arrangements to meet you 
as long as it is within a 2 to 3 hour drive from my 
location. If you are flying in I will be happy to meet you 
at Pearson airport in Toronto or other nearby airports 
- call me.

I accept these credit cards
Discover, Diners Club

Visa & Mastercard  
  
For a great selection of Canada Revenues, Semi -
Official Airmails, Duck & Conservation stamps visit

  CANADAREVENUESTAMPS.COM
 

Orders filled in order received.
When you call and get my voice mail, please leave a 
detailed message with items you wish to order, credit 
card # , expiry date, name on card + 3 digit security 
code from reverse.  Usually I respond within 24 - 48 
hours  unless I am out of town, in which case I will 
contact you upon my return.
 Cdn$ and US$ exchange rate fluctuates a lot. 
For the convenience of our US customers  I will accept 
check/draft/cash payments in US$ and Cdn$ at par.  
Exchange rate subject to change without notice.  All 
prices shown are in Cdn $. It is easiest to pay by credit 
card, your card company will handle the exchange 
rate.
 
 All credit card transactions processed in Cdn$.

  "Interac e-transfers" payments welcome. 
Currently only available for Canadian banks. 

 over 14300  items listed on

www.canadarevenuestamps.com

   the #1 source for Canada revenues, 
Telephone & Telegraph Franks, Duck stamps, 

Wildlife Conservation stamps & Canadian 
Semi-Official Air Mail stamps & covers.

 I look forward to receiving your order. 
canadarevenuestamps.com

THE "CHESAPEAKE" COLLECTION
One of the most complete CANADA REVENUE collections.

 - for sale by private treaty -
 

One of my long-time clients has decided to sell his one of a kind Canadian revenue stamp collection.  
This collection was formed over 30+ years - nothing has been added in the last 10 years. The collection 
is  loaded with unique Die Proofs, Plate Proofs, Essays as well as virtually all the rarities and of course 
all the regular material.  This collector was always eager to buy quality and rare material and he truly 
understood the rarity of many of the Canadian revenue stamps.  Many of the items in this collection 

haven't been seen on the market for a very long time. A number are one of a kind UNIQUE pieces. This is 
a rare opportunity to acquire some wonderful items.

Per the owner's instructions: - material will be shipped once payment in full has been received. Standard 
discounts do not apply to the material from this very special collection. Please call me to discuss 

availability, pricing, terms, condition, etc. Material will be spread over a number of upcoming ReveNews 
newsletters - you are invited to send your rarities wantlist - you might be very pleasantly surprised to find 

out what is available. Free ESJ van Dam Ltd color photo certificates with items valued at over $1500.

FB53a
VERY rare $2 red & black 

  INVERTED CENTRE
  Documents were pinned (staples 
hadn't been invented yet) together 

in those days and you will often see 
pinholes on early revenue stamps 

like this one. 
"Robert Smith & Co, Quebec, 

June 5, 1876" cancel makes this 
stamp much more desirable. An 
attractive example of this rarity. 

Cat $12500 ...... $8750

FB53a
VERY RARE - $2 red & black 

INVERTED CENTRE
I believe this to be the

finest known copy 
of this rarity.  

Well centered and fresh.
Spectacular

$17995

FB53a - Canada's most exciting
revenue stamp error.

Many years ago a survey was done to try establish how many of these inverts actually exist. 
The count came to around 20, however a little further research discovered that in some 

cases the same invert was reported more than once, but by different collectors and was thus 
counted twice -  quite possibly there are some inverts in the hands of collectors who did not 

take part in this study. From the original 100 produced it is probably safe to say that less than 
20 still exist. Generally they are very poorly centered and mostly they have small to major 

faults such as document folds, closed tears, thins and repairs. Copies without faults are rare 
and well centered copies are extremely rare. Most are found with pen cancels. The occasional 

copy is found with "Robert Smith, Quebec, 1876" hand stamp which tells us the year and 
place of use of at least some of these rarities. Stamps are shown larger than actual size.

for sale by private treaty from the "Chesapeake" collection
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SOLD O
UT

VISAmastercard

ORDERING INFORMATION

The 2009  Canadian revenue  
stamp catalogue by E.S.J. van Dam

in stock for immediate delivery
The definitive catalogue for

Canada & provinces Revenues,
Telephone & Telegraph franks,

Duck, hunting & Wildlife Conservation stamps. 
Spiral bound - 180 pages - 960 colour photos
to BC, Ontario & Maritimes incl. HST Cdn $28.19
rest of Canada incl GST ....................Cdn $26.20
to USA ...............................................Cdn $28.95
Overseas ................................................Cdn $36

prices include Air Mail shipping, 
Private Insurance & any applicable taxes

Satisfaction Guaranteed or 
Money Refunded.

 Payment with order please, interest free terms 
may be arranged on large purchases.

Prices in Canadian $, unless noted oth-
erwise.  MINIMUM Credit card order $15

 

POSTAGE & PACKING
Orders under $200 - to Canada add $2, 

to USA add $3, all other countries $ 4
 ORDERS $200 and up

Add $8.50 for postage & registration to Canada
Add $15 for postage & registration to USA 

Add $17 for postage & registration to Overseas
Orders over $500 - we pay postage &
  registration costs, except albums & catalogs

Only orders shipped by registered mail 
are covered by our insurance policy.

All credit card transactions processed in Canadian 
$ and are converted by your card company to your 
currency. Miminum credit card transaction $15.00

Immediate Refund - for items sold out.
Refunds under $10 - will be made in mint  

Canadian postage stamps at face value,
Canadian Customers: add 5% GST please

B.C. residents: add 12% HST
Maritime & Ontario clients add 13% HST

Items purchased on payment plan will be shipped 
once payment in full has been received.

SUBSCRIPTION  INFORMATION
we do not send out renewal notices!

IF ADDRESS LABEL READS "exp 02 /12"
(Feb 2012) or earlier or is highlighted in 
yellow then  your subscription has expired. 
To continue receiving ReveNews bulletins, 
price lists, etc. please make a purchase from 
this newsletter or send your subscription fee in 
the amount shown below. Paid subscriptions 

are extended for one full year. 

B.C., Ontario - Cdn $28.20 (incl. HST)
Maritimes - Cdn $28.20 (incl. HST)

rest of Canada - Cdn $26.75 (inc. GST)
USA - C$36,  rest of World - C$50

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES

FOR PAYMENT IN US$

Cdn $100 = US$100
Rate subject to change without notice!

CANADA 1870 TOBACCO STAMPS
Exceptional offering of these beautifully engraved tobacco stamps come in various colors, papers, 
watermarks, etc. Multiples are seldom seen and this in exceptional offering. The PORT OF ENTRY names 
vary from stamp to stamp. Most are F/VF*, no gum as issued. There may be the odd fold or small perf or 
similar fault. An interesting variety occurs on some horizontal pairs. While most taxpaids are numbered left 
to right - these are numbered top to bottom thus creating the scarce “JUMP NUMBER PAIRS”. Division 
= city name if any. open = no city - this section is left blank. All are very scarce especially in this pristine 
condition. * = unused, wmk = watermarked, flts = faults, div. = division. Actual size of ¼, ½ and 1 Pound 
stamps is 2¼” x 2”. The 5, 10, 15 Pounds are 4½”  x  2”. SPECIAL DISCOUNT this page only - until May 
1, 2012. Orders under $500 less 15%, over $500 less 20%,  orders over $1000 less 25%. After May 1, 
2012 our usual discounts apply. Satisfaction Guaranteed or money refunded.

BLACK STAMPS - BLUE CONTROL NUMBERS
M168* ¼ lb, division open, no wmk thin wove paper, 4 mm # ..............12.50
M168* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................27.50
M168* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................55.00
M170* ¼ lb, division open, diagonal wmk, laid paper, 4 mm # .............10.00
M170 used single, with usual faults .....................................................10.00
M173* ¼ lb, Hamilton division, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm # .12.50
M173* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................27.50
M173* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................55.00
M179* ¼ lb, Windsor division, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm # ..17.50
M179* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................35.00
M179* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................70.00
M180* ½ lb, division open, unwmk, thin wove paper, 4 mm # ..............10.00
M180* as above, but JUMP NUMBER PAIR .........................................25.00
M180* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................50.00
M182* ½ lb, division open, diag. wmk, laid paper, 4 ½ mm # .................7.50
M182* as above, but JUMP NUMBER PAIR .........................................20.00
M182* complete sheet of 25 5 x 5) Scarce multiple ............................150.00
M182CP* single as above, overprinted “cancelled”, PROOF ....................30.00
M184* ½ lb, division open, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm # .........7.50
M184* as above, but JUMP NUMBER PAIR .........................................20.00
M186 ½ lb, Montreal division, block wmk, thick wove paper, 5mm # .....$25
M190* 1 lb, division open, unwmk, thin wove paper, 4 mm # ...............12.50
M190* as above, JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................27.50
M190 used single .................................................................................25.00
M191* 1 lb, division open, diag wmk, laid paper, 5 mm # .....................10.00
M191*  as above, but vertical pair ..........................................................15.00
M191* as above, but horizontal JUMP NUMBER PAIR ........................20.00
M191* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................35.00
M191* Block of 8 with 4 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................65.00
M191* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS + lathework 
   type imprint ..............................................................................45.00
M191* Block of 10 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER STRIPS OF 5 ................99.00
M192* 1 lb, division open, diag. wmk, laid paper, 4 mm # ....................12.50
M192* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................27.50
M192* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................55.00
M198* 1 lb, Windsor division, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm # .....$ 15
M198* as above, JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................32.50
M198* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................65.00
M200 5 lb, division open, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4½ mm # .....32.50
M201* 5 lb, division open, unwmk, thin wove paper, 4 mm # ...............17.50
M205* 5 lb, Toronto, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4½ mm #, clipped ....$25
M206* 10 lb, division open, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4½ mm # ...17.50
M206* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................35.00
M206* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................65.00
M206CP* as above single, overprinted “cancelled”, PROOF ....................35.00
M207* 10 lb, division open, unwmk, thin wove paper, 4 mm # .............17.50
M215* 15 lb, division open, diag. wmk, laid paper, 4 mm # ..................27.50
M216* 15 lb, division open, unwmk, thin wove paper, 4 mm # .............27.50
M219* 15 lb, Montreal div., block wmk, thick wove paper, 4½ mm# .....27.50
M222* 15 lb, Toronto div., block wmk, thick wove paper, 4½ mm # ......37.50

BROWN STAMPS
M229* 5 lb, division open, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm # ........27.50
M231* 10 lb, div. open, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm # .............27.50

RED STAMPS
M233* ¼ lb, division open, thin wove paper, 4 mm # ............................10.00
M233* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................25.00
M233 single, used ................................................................................22.50
M235* ¼ lb, div. open, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm # ..............12.50
M235* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................27.50
M243* ½ lb, division open, unwmk, thin wove paper, 4 mm # ..............10.00
M243* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................25.00
M243  used single .................................................................................15.00
M245a* ½ lb, Montreal division, block wmk, thick wove paper,
   4 ½ mm number, overprinted “J. L. Vincent, acting collector” ....20.00
M245a* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................45.00

M179

M182CP

M191 - JUMP 
NUMBER PAIR

M201
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M245a* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................90.00
M247* ½ lb, Toronto div., block wmk, thick wove paper, 4½ mm # .......22.50
M247* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................50.00
M247* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................95.00
M247TP* single as M247, no control number, PROOF, clipped ................25.00
M250* 1 lb, division open, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm # ..........7.50
M250* as above, JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................15.00
M250* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................27.50
M250CP* single as M250, overprinted “cancelled”, PROOF .....................35.00
M251* 1 lb, division open, unwmk, thin wove paper, 4 mm # ...............17.50
M251* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................37.50
M251* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................75.00
M254* 1 lb, Toronto div, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 ½ mm # ........27.50
M254*  JUMP NUMBER PAIR ..............................................................55.00
M254* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................99.00
M255* 1 lb, Windsor div, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm # ...........12.50
M255* as above, JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................27.50
M255* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................55.00
M257* 5 lb, division open, diag wmk, laid paper, 4 mm # .....................10.00
M257* as above, but vertical pair without jump number .......................17.50
M257* as above,  but horizontal JUMP NUMBER PAIR .......................20.00
M257* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................35.00
M257* Block of 6 with 3 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................55.00
M258* 5 lb, division open, thick wove paper, unwmk, 4 mm # ..............27.50
M259* 5 lb, division open, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm # ........17.50
M259CP* as above, overprinted “cancelled”, PROOF ...............................35.00
M260* 5 lb, division open, unwmk, thin wove paper, 4 mm # ...............17.50
M260* as above, JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................40.00
M262a* 5 lb, Montreal division, block wmk, thick wove paper,
   4 ½ mm #, overprinted “J. L. Vincent, acting coll.” .....................27.50
M265* 5 lb, Toronto div, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4½ mm # .........27.50
M267* 10 lb, division open, unwmk, thick wove paper, 4 ½ mm # ........17.50
M267* as above, JUMP NUMBER PAIR, 1 stamp folded .....................40.00
M268* 10 lb, division open, unwmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm # ............17.50
M269* 10 lb, division open, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm # ......17.50
M269CP* as above, overprinted “cancelled”, PROOF ...............................35.00
M269TP* similar to M269, but no control #, PROOF, clipped ....................25.00
M270* 10 lb, division open, unwmk, thin wove paper, 4 mm # .............10.00
M270* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................25.00
M270* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................50.00
M271* 10 lb, division open, diag. wmk, laid paper, 4 mm # ..................17.50
M271* JUMP NUMBER PAIR, one stamp folded ..................................40.00
M271* as above, but Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS ......80.00
M275* 10 lb, Montreal div, block wmk, thick wove paper, 5 mm # ........37.50
M277* 10 lb, Toronto div, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 ½ mm # ......22.50
M278* 15 lb, division open, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 ½ mm # .....$10
M278* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................20.00
M278* Block of 4 with 2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS .............................35.00
M278* single, but with lathework type imprint in top selvedge ..............15.00

M231

M278* Block of 4 with  2 x JUMP NUMBER PAIRS + lathework
   type imprint at top ...................................................................50.00
M278a* 15 lb, div. open, block wmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm #,  flts .....35.00
M278CP* as M278, overprinted “cancelled”, PROOF ................................35.00
M281* 15 lb, div. open, unwmk, thick wove paper, 4 mm # ..................22.50
M282* 15 lb, div. open, unwmk, thin wove paper, 4 mm # ....................27.50
M282* JUMP NUMBER PAIR ...............................................................60.00
M283* 15 lb, div. open, diag. wmk, laid paper, 4 mm # .........................17.50
M285a* 15 lb, Montreal division, block wmk, thick wove paper,
   4½ mm #, overprinted “ J. L. Vincent, acting coll.” ..................27.50

M278 with
Lathework type 

imprint

SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
Tobacco stamps only 

until May 1, 2012. orders 
under $500 less 15%, 
over $500 less 20%,  

orders over $1000 less 
25%. After May 1, 2012 our 

usual discounts apply.

cat # face Blocks of 4 available of some mint 
values @ 3.5 x single price. Used 

copies may be from yellow or white 
gum stamps there is no way to tell.

cat 
value 
*NH

*NH 
special

used 
price

OV1 1c brown & black, white gum 4.50 4.50 -.-

OV1 1c brown & black, yellow gum 4.50 3.00 -.-

OV2 2c brown & black, white gum 6.00 4.00 4.00

OV2 2c brown & black, yellow gum 6.00 4.00 -.-

OV3 3c brown & black, yellow gum 11.25 7.50 -.-

OV4 4c brown & black, yellow gum 9.00 6.00 -.-

OV5 5c brown & black, white gum 11.25 10.00 6.00

OV5 5c brown & black, yellow gum 11.25 7.50 -.-

OV6 10c brown & black, white gum 12.00 8.00 6.50

OV6 10c brown & black, yellow gum 12.00 8.00 -.-

OV7 25c brown & black, white gum 18.75 15.00 -.-

OV7 25c brown & black, yellow gum 18.75 12.50 12.50

OV8 50c brown & black, yelow gum 52.50 37.50 30.00

OV9 $1 brown & black, VF*NH
stock #1360

525.00 475.00 269.00

OV10 $1 red & black, white gum 67.50 60.00 27.50

OV10 $1 red & black, yellow gum 67.50 65.00 -.-

OV11 $5 blue & black 150.00 -.- 35.00

1949 ONTARIO VACATION PAY STAMPS.
All stamps are mint never hinged or used as noted. The occasional copy may 

have a straight edge. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

OV8a*NH - 50c VALUE OMITTED
Fine mint NH. Only a few copies known.
Catalogues $1125 in pair with normal.

Stock #1362........ $595

cat # face description *NH cat 
value

F/VF+*NH 
special

F*NH 
special

OGT11 5c purple on 1c green 300.00 200.00 125.00

OGT12 6c red on 1c green 300.00 200.00 150.00

OGT13 6c purple on 1c green 300.00 200.00 150.00

OGT14 25c red on 6c blue 300.00 200.00 150.00

OGT15 25c purple on 6c blue 300.00 200.00 -.-

OGT16 30c red on 6c blue 400.00 -.- 250.00

OGT11 OGT12 VF OGT12 
Fine

OGT13 
VF

OGT14 
F/VF

OGT15
F/VF

OGT16 
Fine

1926 Luxury Tax stamps overprinted "GASOLINE TAX"
All are mint never hinged and all are guaranteed genuine.

FREE - "THE CANADIAN REVENUE STAMP ALBUM"
 WITH PURCHASE OVER $500 - you must request it !

You only pay shipping & insurance (+applicable tax in Canada)
 4 VOLUME CANADIAN REVENUE STAMP ALBUM 

449 pages, 4 custom binders  regular value of 
$199.99 to Canada, $219.99 to USA.

Only 1 set of albums per customer - while supplies last.
Many collectors have already taken advantage of this great offer !!!
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DISCOUNTS THIS PAGE:
over $50  take 5% discount, over $500 take 10%, 

over $2500 take 15%, over $7500 take 20%

SL21* - 5c pair. Tiny period 
after "5c" on left, no period after 

"5c" on right. F/VF* hinged.
Very Rare variety pair  - $95

SL22a* -  large "0" in "10" pair. 
No period after "10c" on left, 

large period after "10c" on right. 
F/VF unused, no gum.

Very Rare variety pair - $115

SL24* - 25c pair. No period after 
"25c" on left, large period after 
"25c" on right. VF* light hinge 

Very Rare variety pair - $95

photo @ 55%

QST7, 8p - $10 & $30 Proofs 
Very Rare top values of 1907 
Quebec Stock transfer stamps 
on india paper on card. As stamps 
cat. value is $1950 but you will 

rarely find them at any price.
I only have one pair - $495

QST7* - very rare $10 purple
1907 Quebec stock transfer. 
This is one of very few copies I 
have handled in 40 years and 

certainly one of the nicest.
VF unused, no gum - $975

photo @ 55%

photo @ 55%

TCN1-2, 5, 7-10* - CANADIAN NATIONAL TELEGRAPHS
1921//1935  VF* original gum. Seldom offered. cat $860 - $599

photo @ 65%

BCL9b - 10c black imperf on 
3 sides. 1/2 of imperf between 

pair. Only rejoined pairs are 
known, rare - $275

Unlisted BCL22-10c IMPERF
large margins and shows a bit 
of next stamp at bottom - $495

BCL27* - $5 crimson, VF* o.g.
exceptional perfs allround - $85

BCL36*-$5 red brown VF*- $35

FWT10a*NH - 4c blue, red 
"X" precancel block of 15. 

UL stamp small closed tear. 6 
stamps have very faint clear 
adhesion. Spectacular fresh 

RARE block.
 cat. value 

$1560
a steal at

$745 

photo 
@ 

50%

OL51a - 40c Unlisted IMPERF 
at bottom + Unlisted perf 12 x 

11.7. Very Fine used - $250

NFR35 - $100 green Caribou
perf.14 1/4 F/VF used with 
wavy line cancel.  #1102 
Cat $550 only .... $250

NFR35 - $100 perf 14¼
upper left corner fold, light fold at 
top, a few blunt perfs at bottom. 
A beautiful fresh still almost VF 
looking block of 4. stock #8592. 

Blocks are rare. Cat $2200
was $895 reduced to ... $795

QA20c  $5 carmine with 
DOUBLE BLACK "LICENSES" 

handstamps. 2 distinct 
impressions, small fault at left.
Rare stamp cat $475..... $249

QV10*NH - 1c.
2 tiny bumps in paper. VF*NH 
otherwise. cat $187.50.....$79

1876 Young Queen Victoria - FSC2 - 20c blue 
Spectacular horizontal strip of 3 perf. 12 x 11½.

Very early usage, very light cancel without the usual punch 
cancels. Exceptionally fresh showpiece cat $255.......... $195

FLS9*NH - This is a lock label 
you rarely see. I only have this 
nice *NH block. Catalog value 

$2500......... $1495
or if block unsold

can break into 4 singles 
FLS9*NH straight edge.. $349
FLS9*NH perfs allround ..$475

FX38b*NH complete booklet 
with 2 booklet panes. F*NH

Cat. $270....... $159

 FX64b*NH complete booklet 
with 2 panes of 4 stamps each

Cat $165..... $99

Newfoundland 
1947  National Savings 

NFW3*NH - 10c blue VF*NH 
Block of 4. Cat $200

My price only ..... $$74.95

NFW3*NH single cat $50... $24

1940-41 War Savings 
FWS6*NH - 25c carmine 

SPITFIRE. Exceptionally fresh. 
Cat. $52.50 F/VF*NH.... $35

VF*NH.... $45

F/VF*NH VF*NH

FWT6a*NH - 25c 
SPITFIRE booklet  

pane within original 
booklet covers.
F/VF*NH. cat. 

$487.50..only $359

www.canadarevenuestamps.com
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     1932 - 1948 ISSUE
*NH

cat value
*NH

special
used

regular
used 

special

FPS1 1c blue 3.75 2.50   
FPS2 1c brown 1.88 1.25 1.00 0.80
FPS3 2c blue 9.75 6.50
FPS4 2c olive 1.50 1.00 1.00 0.80
FPS5 3c blue 2.25 1.50 1.50 1.20
FPS6 4c blue 2.25 1.50 1.50 1.20
FPS7 5c blue 1.50 1.00 1.00 0.80
FPS8 6c blue 3.75 2.50 2.50 2.00
FPS9 7c blue 5.25 3.50 3.00 2.40
FPS10 8c blue 5.25 3.50 3.00 2.40
FPS11 9c blue 5.25 3.50 3.00 2.40
FPS12 10c black 2.63 1.75 1.75 1.40
FPS13 20c green 8.25 5.50 5.00 4.00
FPS14 25c orange 5.25 3.50   
FPS15 30c blue 10.50 10.00 4.50 3.60
FPS16 40c purple 15.00 14.00 5.00 4.00
FPS17 50c brown 9.00 6.00 4.50 3.60
FPS18 60c yellow 11.25 7.50 7.00 5.60
FPS19 70c red 15.00 10.00 6.50 5.20
FPS20 75c purple 75.00 50.00   
FPS21 80c green 18.00 12.00 6.00 4.80
FPS22 90c brown 18.00 12.00 9.00 8.00

totals 230.25 160.50
 SPECIAL -   FPS1 - 22 F/VF*NH complete with catalog 

value of $230.25 for only ...... $139

 1967 ISSUE
 

*NH
cat value

*NH 
special

used
cat value

used
special 

FPS23 1c brown 3.13 2.50  
FPS24 2c green 3.13 2.50  
FPS25 3c purple 12.50 11.00 8.50 8.00
FPS26 4c pink 3.13 2.50  
FPS27 5c blue 9.38 7.50 6.00 4.80
FPS28 6c olive 10.00 8.00 6.00 4.80
FPS29 7c orange 12.50 10.00 8.00 6.40
FPS30 8c blue 18.75 15.00 12.50 10.00
FPS31 9c reddish 

purple
6.25 5.00  

FPS32 10c slate 10.00 8.00  
FPS33 20c green 12.50 10.00 10.00 8.00
FPS34 30c blue 25.00 20.00 15.00 12.00
FPS35 40c olive 7.50 6.00 5.00 4.00
FPS36 50c brown 6.25 5.00 4.75 3.80
FPS37 60c yellow 12.50 10.00 8.50 6.80
FPS38 70c red 6.56 5.25 5.00 4.00
FPS39 80c green 7.50 6.00 5.00 4.00
FPS40 90c brown 10.63 8.50 7.50 6.00

totals 177.19 141.75
SPECIAL -  FPS23 - 40 F/VF*NH complete with 

catalog value of $177 for only ...... $119

THIRD ISSUE *NH cat.
value

*NH 
Special

FPS41 1c does not exist  
FPS42 2c green 31.25 23.44
FPS43 3c purple 12.50 9.38
FPS44 4c pink 75.00 75.00
FPS45 5c blue 12.50 9.38
FPS46 6c olive 62.50 60.00
FPS47 7c orange 18.75 15.00
FPS48 8c blue 18.75 14.06
FPS49 9c reddish 

purple
18.75 14.06

FPS50 10c slate green 15.63 11.72
FPS51 20c green 93.75 70.31
FPS52 30c blue 25.00 18.75
FPS53 40c olive 21.88 16.41
FPS54 50c brown 25.00 18.75
FPS55 60c yellow 31.25 25.00
FPS56 70c red 25.00 18.75
FPS57 80c green 93.75 50.00
FPS58 90c brown 37.50 28.13

totals 618.75 478.13
SPECIAL - FPS 42-58 *NH complete with catalog 
value of $618.75 for only ....... $450

Ontario 1929-40 Law stamps
fine used

catalog 
value

special 
30% off

OL66 5c violet 12.50 8.75
OL67 10c green 0.50 0.35
OL68 20c black 0.50 0.35
OL69 20c yellow 0.50 0.35
OL70 30c black 0.50 0.35
OL71 30c indigo 2.00 1.40
OL72 50c olive green 1.25 0.88
OL73 50c red 0.50 0.35
OL74 $1 orange red 2.00 1.40
OL75 $1 blue on flesh 0.80 0.56
OL75a $1 blue on pink 2.00 1.40
OL76 $2 brown 2.50 1.75
OL77 $2 blue/ pale 

turquoise
0.75 0.53

OL78 $3 yellow brown 5.00 3.50
OL79 $3 blue on green 2.25 1.58
OL80 $3 blue on blue sold out sold out
OL81 $4 grey 12.50 8.75
OL82 $4 blue on orange 1.00 0.70
OL82a $4 blue on yellow 1.00 0.70
OL83 $5 red brown 20.00 14.00
OL84 $5 blue on blue 3.00 2.10
OL85 $5 sepia 15.00 10.50
OL85a $5 olive sepia 20.00 14.00
OL86 $10 red 35.00 24.50
OL87 $10 blue 30.00 21.00
OL87a $10 slate blue 50.00 35.00
OL88 $10 blue on red 15.00 10.50
OL88a $10 blue on orange 

red
15.00 10.50

OL89 $50 dark brown 250.00 175.00
OL90 $50 blue on orange 225.00 157.50
OL90a $50 black on yellow 300.00 210.00

CANADA POSTAL NOTE & SCRIP STAMPS

 www.canadarevenuestamps.com

DISCOUNTS THIS PAGE:
over $50  take 5% discount, over $500 take 10%, 

over $2500 take 15%, over $7500 take 20%

cat # cat value 
used 

special
used

YL7 10c blue 35.00 25.00
YL8 25c blue 4.00 2.00
YL9 50c blue 5.00 2.50

YL10 $1 blue 6.00 3.00
YL11 $2 blue 8.00 4.00
YL12 $3 blue 25.00 15.00

totals 83.00 51.50
SPECIAL -   YL7 - 12 complete

cat $83 for only ...... $45

YUKON OVERPRINT
YL13 - 25c on 10c 

overprint with "L" cancel
Cat. $45 .. Special ..$25

YUKON OVERPRINT 
YL13 - 25c on 10c 

overprint with "quarter 
ellipse" cancel Cat. $45

Special ..$25

 YL15 - $2 black overprint 
on 50c, VG used, perfs 
just touch or cut design.

Cat $95.... $49

 YL15 - $2 black overprint 
on 50c, Fine used, perfs 

clear of design.
Cat $95.... $59

 YL15 - $2 black overprint 
on 50c, F/VF used, 

Cat $95.... $76

YL8 - 25c blue. Rarely  
seen block of 4.... $25 Check out our website

 www.canadarevenuestamps.com
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THE CANADA & PROVINCES LIQUOR STAMP COLLECTION in two volumes.

 From the "CHESAPEAKE" collection by private treaty - all images are at 50%.

This is one of the largest liquor stamp collections I have handled in 40 years. Originally the collection started off as my reference collection which had been built up over 20 years and was 
the culmination of a number of important collections that I had the privilege to acquire over the years and included items from the Jim Sissons, Les Davenport and Jim Webb dealer stocks 
that I purchased many years ago. The collector has added a lot of new material.  Condition is generally excellent. Most of these have of course come off bottles and will have the typical 
fold or show signs of usage, that's the only way they come. If you are interested in this area... this is a rare opportunity to acquire some fabulous material. This collection can be turned 
into a great exhibit. I would suggest a personal viewing of this wonderful collection. I can bring it to Orapex in Ottawa, provided it has not been sold already. Christopher D. Ryan's The 
Preliminary listing of "Canada's Bottled in bond Liquor stamps" is used in some of the descriptions. This listing can be viewed or printed directly from our website,  just follow the links.

Federal Liquor stamps
1965 B.A. Banknote co. PROOF booklet with the then current blue and orange liquor strips on card (Ryan type 36). 3 liquor die proofs on india x 3 different for Export 1/10 pt green 
and 1 pt green on india. Also 1925 blue on card. Malt Series "A" black used 1 lb, 2 lbs, 2 1/2 lbs, 3 lbs. Malt series "C" 2 1/2 lbs used. 2 sets of unused Series "C" proofs, no control 
#, 2 1/2 and 3 lbs black. WINE STRIPS FWT19-5c plate # pairs (small faults), FWT21-13c sheet bottom single, FWT22 -25c VF used plate # pair. FWT23-50c plate # pair VF used at N. 
Sydney, FWT24*-5c plate # strip of 4 (2 with faults), FWT20 and 25 singles. The early issues type 1, 2 and 3 well represented including imperfs, various perf. types and unlisted overprinted 
"cancelled".  54 scarce early strips various sizes 1883//1892 signed "E. Miall" in red, blue or blue/green. 1887//1895 blue strips with date in centre signed "E. Miall"  12 large and 2 small 
strips, 3 large orange strips. 1895//1911 blue strips date in centre signed "Gerald" 2 small blue, 23 large blue. Blue strip, date in centre signed "Farrow" 1913 and 1914 both are possible 
bootleg forgeries.  4 x 1913 blue strips with various signatures.  17 orange strips 1897//1912 signed "Gerald", "Miall" or "Himsworth". 1908//1919 blue strips with date at ends and centre 
signed "Vincent" 13 strips including bootleg forgeries. 22 blue 1 cent strips with date at centre singed "RR Farrow" 1910//24 including forgeries. 1921 and 22 orange strips. Proof of 
1917 forgery. 28 blue strips 1921//1929 signed "G.W. Gaylin" includes forgeries. Orange liquor strips signed "Sim" 1926//30 x 6, "Scully" 1928 x 3 and 5 blue strips "Sim" 1927-30. 6 
blue PROOF strips, no control #, signed "D.Sim" 1929//35, 13 orange PROOF strips, no control #, signed "D. Sim" 1922//35. 41 orange strips 1924//44 date at centre and ends signed 
"D.Sim" with fine or coarse roulettes + forgery. 9 small blue signed "D Sim" 1929//45 all used except for 1 proof. 40 orange 1938//61 B.A.B.N.Co. Series "D" signed "D Sim" incl. ERROR 
missing almost all of the control # and other missing year date on the left. 14 orange 1956//68 signed "R.C. Labarge". 7 blue strips 1943//55 signed "D Sims", 14 strips 1956//70 signed 
"RC Labarge". Bilingual Series - 14 orange strips 1967//73 signed "G L Bennett". 19 small or large strips signed "J P Connell" 1970//79. 15 orange signed "Robert Giroux" small or 
large 1973//79. 9 signed "Louis Huneaut" small or large strips 1976//82. 8 orange signed "Ruth Hubbard" 1979//86.  Just the federal section contains over 445 liquor strips + the various 
proofs, wine strips, etc. described above.

The provincial liquor stamps 
 Alberta liquor control board “1943 Individual Permit to Purchase Liquor” complete with its original paper case + 7 different orange strips with various different size or color control 
#’s. Two are in a pair which is particularly unusual. British Columbia 2 different larger size “Malt Liquor draught Government liquor act” stamps + 13 different strips in green, orange, 
yellow, blue and wine colour.  Manitoba Government liquor control commission 5 different larger size labels. Three of them are “OFFICIAL SEAL”. The 2 others are on kraft paper 
and show coat of arms with Buffalo in centre of stamp. New Brunswick Liquor control board  3 different size blue labels.  Newfoundland Board of Liquor control. 2 different size 
green strips + 3 different  Newfoundland Board of Liquor control stamps for Rum and Whisky + 2 different export labels.  Northwest Territorial liquor store x 4 different liquor strips in 
red, green, orange. Also a black on white Liquor seal with coat of arms and image of Polar bear.  Ontario Liquor Control Board starts  with 24 liquor strips in various colors followed 
by 4 different strips printed on linen for use by "Province of Ontario at Centre of Forensic sciences" or "law enforcement branch". 7 rectangular Liquor control board of Ontario 
beer stamps all with different control code letters. 6 different round LCBO beer stamps all with different control code letters. 3 different “Beer ration books for residence consumers”.  
One “individual native wine ration coupon book” and 2 different “individual liquor permit” books.  Prince Edward Island Temperance commission one liquor strip. Quebec liquor 
commission 30 strips in various  colors and all different one way or another including different letter codes, etc.  Saskatchewan 7 different strips + 2 strips on kraft paper tape.  Yukon 
government liquor store 4 different black strips. 7 pages of over 45 different export seals and labels. The provincial section has 189 items. In total there are over 665 items in this 
collections. Pairs have been counted as 1 item. There are a large number of items that sell at $25 to $100 and up each. One could easily spend $18,000 or more trying to duplicate this 
extensive collection $12995 + shipping.
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1918 WAR SAVINGS - 25c orange
very rare FRENCH inscription

 Fine unused no gum, hinge thin. 
Virtually all known copies have faults because they 

were most likely pulled off the savings cards.
Fresh and very Rare. image enlarged.

 Cat $6500 ...........$4500

NEWFOUNDLAND WAR SAVINGS CERTIFICATES This is the complete set of issued values of the WWII War savings certificates. These are the certificates 
you received once you had filled your Savings card with Savings stamps. These certificates are rarely seen, especially all 5 different values . A few bends, folds 

and pinholes as is normal for these. Very fresh and rare opportunity...... $1450

UNIQUE
QUEBEC VACATION PAY STAMP FORGERIES 

genuinely used on vacation pay book page by 
Quemont Construction Ltd. The only genuine stamp 
is the 2c red. The rest are all lithographed forgeries 
that were used to defraud the Quebec Government.
$2 purple pair, $1 strip of 3 with major misperf error 
and 2 x $5 (1 has corner fault). These are the only 

Quebec Vacation Pay forgeries known to exist.
Ex Wilmer Rockett collection.......$1650

1950 QUEBEC TEMPORARY VACATION STAMPS
QV10-17 complete 1c - $2 in beautiful fresh used 
condition. I have only handled one other set in 42 

years, but it was damaged. 
Cat. $2125 ......Extremely rare  .....$1995

AL15b, L - Alberta 1906 $1 red & green
REJOINED IMPERF BETWEEN STRIP OF 3. There 

is no doubt that these stamps match together.This 
pair is only known in rejoined condition, no actual 
attached imperf between pairs exist.Spectacular 

condition. This strip is particularly desirable because 
the middle stamp has the Fancy “L” in “LAW” 

variety and is UNLISTED as such. SPECTACULAR.
Ex Wilmer Rockett.  UNIQUE

Estimated catalogue value $2000+  .......... $1599

All rarities on this page for sale by private treaty from 
the CHESAPEAKE collection - all are net prices. All 

images are either enlarged or reduced for clarity.

MCW2* - City of Winnipeg 50c black Receipt 
Stamp  mint original gum. A few light bends. 

Very rare.  Cat $1500........... $1295

 
This is just a sampling of the wonderful material

in the "CHESAPEAKE" collection. 
If you have a serious wantlist give us a try

 .... I am pretty sure we can help you
call toll free 1-866-38226

or send an email to erlingvandam@gmail.com

canadarevenuestamps.comcanadarevenuestamps.com
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CL48c* - black "AIR FEE" IMPERF 
PAIR. hinged, light gum disturbance. 
Nice appearance. Cat $300 ...... $225

CL48,d* - black "AIR FEE" Block of 4 
with scarce broken oval variety in pos 

#1. pos. #1 and bottom 2 stamps are 
*NH. pos #2 small bend and light hinge, 
also hinged in selvedge. Very nice fresh 

block.  Cat. $175..... $129

CL49,a*NH - 10c purple "VIA AIR"
Rare broken "C" variety in pos. #1.

The purple stamps are the tough one's 
to find. Spectacular fresh condition. 

$1095
DISCOUNTS THIS PAGE:

over $50  - 5% discount, over $500- 10% 
over $2500 - 15%, over $7500 - 20%

CL49*NH -10c purple "VIA AIR"
VF*NH single. cat $350..... $295

CL49 - 10c purple "VIA AIR" scarce
used copy. Top is trimmed ... $39

CL50c* - 10c orange "AIR FEE" IMPERF 
PAIR. VF/SUPERB mint, light hinge.
Showpiece, rare this nice ..... $345

CL50c*- 10c orange "AIR FEE" IMPERF 
BLOCK OF 4. The 2 bottom stamps are 
VF*NH. A few light trivial gum bends as 

is typical for the imperfs.
Beautiful fresh block. Cat $675......$579

Western Canada Airways Jubilee Issue 
CL41*NH - 10c black on orange. F/VF*NH 

Block of 4. Cat $90... $60

CL41*NH - 10c black on orange.
orange shifted down a bit VF*NH..$30

CL47* - 10c black "VIA AIR"
VF*, rare value ... $125

CL41c*NH-10c black & orange with extra  
row of vertical perfs through centre. 

light diagonal fold to left of extra perfs
cat $112.50 ...... $39

CL41c*NH-10c black & orange with
extra row of vertical perfs through 

centre. cat $112.50 ...... $79

CL48d* - 10c black "AIR FEE" with
 scarce "Broken Oval" variety. 

Cat $50..... $45

CL48* - 10c black "AIR FEE"
VF*. cat $15...... $12

CL48* - 10c black "AIR FEE"
VF*NH peforations all around. Only 3 
such stamps per pane of 10..... $20

CL13 used Sioux Lookout August 13, 
1926 cds. Used copies usually only 

seen on cover, small thin at right
cat on cover $100..... $40

CL13 used Sioux Lookout August 17, 
1926 cds. Used copies usually only 

seen on cover, small thin
cat on cover $100..... $40

CL44 + variety - white dot by left "5"
in top stamp, other stamp is normal

VF*NH ..... $55

CL14 unused, no gum, with scarce 
imprint at left. Perfs at left are hinge re-

inforced. stock #6631. Showpiece
was $200 reduced to ..... $150

CL15* - 5c black overprint type "B"
slight paper adhesion on back, much 

o.g. small corner bend, VF appearance
stock # 6635   Cat. $275..... $179

CL15c* - 5c red descending type "B" 
overprint, hinged. VF*. stock # 6636. 

Rare stamp.  Was $700.... $500

CL24* unused, no gum. type "A" red 
overprint. F/VF stock #5881

cat $125........ $79
canadarevenuestamps.com


